The effects of sham and full spinalization on the antinociceptive effects of NCX-701 (nitroparacetamol) in monoarthritic rats.
Nitric oxide (NO)-releasing NSAIDs have been shown to be safer and more potent as antinociceptive and anti-inflammatory agents than their parent compounds. NCX-701 (nitroparacetamol), in contrast to paracetamol, is an effective antinociceptive drug in normal animals but their effectiveness in monoarthritis has not been compared. We have now investigated this question by comparing the antinociceptive effects of i.v. NCX-701 and paracetamol in monoarthritic rats under alpha-chloralose anesthesia. The influence of spinalization on the effects of NCX-701 was also studied. NCX-701 and paracetamol were equipotent in reducing single motor unit responses to noxious mechanical stimulation, ID50s of 320+/-1.2 and 305+/-1.2 micromol/kg, respectively. The mechanism of action seems to be different since NCX-701, but not paracetamol, reduced wind-up. This effect suggests a central action, probably within the spinal cord. Sham spinalization reduced the effect of NCX-701 on nociceptive responses drastically. In spinalized animals, however, the effect was similar to that observed in intact animals, indicating a strong effect of NCX-701 at spinal sites, which counterbalances the decrease in the activity induced by the surgery. We conclude that NCX-701 is an effective antinociceptive drug in arthritic animals, with a mechanism of action located in the spinal cord, and different to that of paracetamol.